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Steam station

Steam station Sensixx DS37
SilenceComfort300
TDS3728GB

Generates all the steam you need and is
exremely quite at the same time.
● SuperSilent: even quieter and more relaxed ironing thanks to

low-noise design.
● i-Temp Advanced: the optimum combination of temperature

and steam — so you can iron all ironable fabrics quickly and
safely

● Up to 5.5 bar powerful steam pressure with integrated safety
system.

● Ultimate300 PulseSteam: powerful deep steam for high fabric
penetration, with three intensive steam shots up to 300 g

● Calc’nClean Advanced: professional cleaning thanks to the
special scale collector which can be easily washed out.

Technical Data
Plug type :  GB plug
Main colour of product :  White
Secondary colour :  Black
Net weight (kg) :  4.7
Dimensions of the product (mm) :  290 x 230 x 390
Connection Rating (W) :  2800
Voltage (V) :  220-240
Frequency (Hz) :  50/60
Approval certificates :  CE, ROSTEST, VDE
Length of main cable :  190.0
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Optional accessories
TDZ2045 : Textile protector soleplate
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Steam station Sensixx DS37
SilenceComfort300
TDS3728GB

Generates all the steam you need and is
exremely quite at the same time.

Performance

- up to 5.5 bar steam pressure with security system

- Ultimate300: Deep steam through 3 intensive steam boosts up
to 300 g

- Wattage: 2800 W

- AdvancedSteam System: optimized steam distribution due to
a new advanced sole plate design

- CeraniumGlissée soleplate with steam channels and 3-phase-
layout - ideal steam distribution and superb gliding

- Heat up time approx. 2 mins

- "eco"-button:energy savings up to 25 % and water saving up to
40 %

Convenience

- SuperSilent: even quieter and more relaxed ironing thanks to
low-noise design

- i-Temp Advanced: the perfect combination of temperature and
steam for all ironable fabrics

- AntiShine program: special protection for dark and delicate
fabrics

- Steam and dry ironing

- Calc'nClean Advanced: a special scale collector which can
easily be removed for fast and easy cleaning of the steam
station

- Calc'nClean Timer: reminiscent of the cleaning

- Vertical steam for quick and easy refreshing of fabrics

- Large removable Watertank: 1.4 l for permanent refilling

- Comfort indicator: indicates "water tank empty" and "steam
ready"

- Iron with "AdvancedSteam System" for comfortable ironing

- Removable non-slip iron pad

- Large storage facility for easy storing of the steam hose and
power cord

Safety

- SecureLock System:The iron is fixed on the steam station for
more safety during transport and storage

- "Secure" auto shut-off: for more security, automatically switch
off when iron is left unattended

- Anti-slip base

- Illuminated main power ON/OFF button

Accessories

- Optional accessories: fabric-protection soleplate cover
TDZ2045


